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SOlL EROSION ON FALLOW FIELDS: AN EXAMPLE FROM MURCIA 

Carolyn Francis' 

Precipitation, infiltration and soil erosion are examined for four fields which have been left fallow 
for 1, 2, 5 and 20 years (from November 1985) and for one site which has not been cultivated. 
Infiltration rates are highest on the sites which have been left fallow for longest. Conversely erosion 
is lowest on the older sites (dueto high infiltration rates) and on the most recently ploughed site (due 
to the storage effect of the ridges and furrows). 
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EROSION DE SUELOS EN CAMPOS DE BARBECHO: UN EJEMPLO EN MURCIA 

En este trabajo se examina la precipitación, la infiltración y la erosión del suelo en cinco parcelas 
experimentales. Cuatro de ellas están abandonadas durante 1, 2, 5 y 20 años (hasta noviembre 1985) 
y otra nunca ha sido cultivada. Los valores de infiltración son altos en las parcelas abandonadas por 
más tiempo. Por el contrario la erosión es más baja en las parcelas más antiguas (debido a que las 
tasas de infiltración son más altas), y sobre las parcelas aradas más recientemente (por los efectos de 
almacenamiento de agua en los caballones y surcos del terreno labrado). 

Palabras clave: Murcia, campos abandonados, infiltración, erosión, margas. 

South east Spain has been suffering from drought 
since 1978. One of the by products of this in the h o -  
vince of Murcia is that much of the arable secano land is 
being left fallow as cereal yields have not been economi- 
cally viable. Vegetation recovery on these fields has 
been slow due to the lack of moisture and overgrazing so 
that large areas of bare soil are poorly protected from 
the agents of soil erosion. This paper presents data from 
a research programme on the interactions between ve- 
getation recovery and soil erosion on abandoned fields, 
focusing on the variations of soil erosion v d  infiltration 
on fields which have been left fallow for difTerent lengths 
of time. 

Site description 

The study area is located about 20 km WNW of Murcia 
(hovince of Murcia, Spain) in the headwaters of the 

Rambla Cañada Honda (fig. 1). The lithology consists of 
Andalucian (late Miocene) gypsiferous marls with 
sandstone layers. The strata have been tilted slightly and 
in the highest parts of the watershed the sandstone forms 
the capping rock on escarpments. Away from the inter- 
fluves the mar1 has formed a glacis which is being dis- 
sected by the rambla which has cut a box shaped valley 
with steep, guiiied side walls and a flat channel floor. 
The slopes on the glacis surface around the rambla are 
low (less than So) but increase towards the escarpments. 
Although flow in the rambla is ephemeral, it is one of the 
tributaries of the Rio Mula which drains eastwards to the 
Rio Segura. 

Land uses in the area are dominated by secano agri- 
culture, but grazing and hunting occur. Most of the land 
is terraced for tree crops (olive and almond) and cereals 
(wheat and barley), but many of the arable fields have 
been left fallow for a number of years due to the 
drought. Herds of goat and sheep graze the area once 
or twice a week except during the summer. 

Despite the terracing and contour ploughing the area is 
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Figure i Location Of Sites 

Fig. 1.-Location of sites. 

susceptible to soil erosion by various processes. Wash ero- 
sion has been observed, rills have developed on both 
cultivated and uncultivated land, and pipes and gullies 
are usually found together on the larger earth terrace 
walss. 

Sampling design 

Five locations were selected of which four are old 
fields and the fifth is not thought to have been cultivated 
(fig. 1). In November 1985 the fields had been left failow 
for 1, 2, 5, and approximately 20 years according to local 
labourers (these are subsequently referred to as sites 1, 
2, 5, and 20). Site 5 has a marked spur-hollow-spur topo- 
graphy. whereas the others are almost planar. Slope an- 
gles are below 6". The fifth site is the flat top of an island 
in the Rambla Cañada Honda which is essentially a rem- 
nant of the glacis surface (referred to as site 1). 

In January 1986 a raingauge was instailed on each site. 
At the same time three run off plots 1 m x 3 m in size 
and bounded by cement walls plus Gerlach troughs were 

installed on sites 1, 2, 5 and 20. In the following summer 
infiltration rates were measured using both a constant 
head cylinder infiltrometer and a sprinkler in order to 
examine infiltration rates for dry soils. 

The cylinder infiltrometer was based on a .  standard 
design (Hills, 1970). Infiltration rates were measured in 
five locations on each site within an area of 4 m2 to 
examine variability within a smail area as well as the 
variability between sites. A surface soil sample was 
taken before each experiment to measure the <<dry» soil 
moisture value (D), and after each experiment soil sam- 
ples were taken at the surface (WO) and at 10 cms depth 
(W10) within the cylinder infiltrometer. The soil mois- 
ture values were measured gravimetricgly and are ex- 
pressed as 100~grmslgrms. Each experiment was conti- 
nued for an hour as the majority of. storms are less than 
this in duration. 

A sprinkler was used to measure infiltration rates un- 
der heavy storm intensities. Water was applied at an 
average rate of 291110 minutes for a 10 minute period 
over an area of 0.1134 m2, which represents a high 10 
minute intensity for the region (Castillo and Beltran 
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1979). Unfortunately it was not possible to replicate the 
energy of raindrops as the sprinkler drop sizes were 
srnaller than under natural conditions and the terminal 
velocities of the drops were not reached. The duration of 
the tests was deterrnined by the volurnetric capacity of 
the sprinkler. A metal ring encircling 0.1134 rn2 was used 
to delirnit the trial area and care was taken to rninirnise 
losses by wind. The runoff was collected after each ex- 
perirnent and the infiltration rate was calculated by sub- 
tracting the volurne of run off frorn the volurne of water 
applied. The 10 rninute infiltration rates were rnultiplied 
by six to get hourly rates. These figures rnay over esti- 
mate hourly rates because the infiltration rate decreases 
with time, however previous work has shown that in 
semi-arid areas the infiltration rate falls rapidly to a con- 
stant value (Scoging, 1982), so this was not thought to be 
a serious error. Six locations were chosen randornly on al1 
sites, including two areas on site 5. narnely in the hollow 
and on the spur. Two tests were undertaken at each 
location, the second 15 rninutes after the first in order to 
study wet soil conditions. A soil sarnple was taken at 
each position to rneasure the soil rnoisture content at the 
time of each experirnent. 

The relative erodibility of the soil was calculated by 
rneasuring the arnount of sedirnent in a 300 rnl sarnple of 
the runoff and using the sedirnent: water ratio of the 
sarnple to estirnate total soil loss (g/rn2). The values ob- 
tained give a relative ranking of erodibility rather than 
estirnates of soil erosion because of the difficulty of 
sirnulating the energy of the natural raindrops which are 
irnportant for detaching soil particles. 

Precipitation 

The nearest rneteorological station to the site is 12 km 
away in Alcantarilla where the rnean annual rainfall, 
based on records between 1945 to 1970, is 289.6 rnrn, 
although interannual variation rnay be 30% (Ministerio De 
Agricultura 1974). The rnean rnonthly values shown in 
table 1 indicate a dorninance of auturnn and spring rain- 
fall with two alrnost equal rnaxirna per year in April and 
October. The auturnn peak is usually considered to be 
rnost effective in t e m s  of erosion as high intensity 
storrns fall onto a soil surface which has already been 
broken up by mechanical erosion during the surnrner 
drought. 

The rainfall data for the site show that in 1986 the 
spring rains occurred late at the end of May (table l), but 
more significantly Septernber and October were excep- 
tionally wet rnonths with a total of 241.5 rnrn falling bet- 
ween 30 Septernber and 13 October. This has had a great 
irnpact on soil erosion throughout the Province of Mur- 
cia. 

Infiltration 

Cylinder infiltrometer 

Infiltration rates for the cylinder infiltrorneter are pre. 
sented in table 2. The rnean values vary between 7.50 
crnslhr on site 1 to 19.96 crnshr on site 20, and the sites 
are ranked frorn high to low rates in the following order: 
site 20, 1, 5-spur, 2, 5-hollow, and 1. All the experirnents 
were on bare, unvegetated ground, but despite this uni- 
forrnity the standard deviations show that within a srnall 
area (4rn2) the infiltration rate can vary considerably, 
especially on site 20. Other authors have also pointed to 
the variability of infiltration rates (Sharrna et al. 1980). 

Soil rnoisture values before and after the infiltration 
experirnents are presented in table 3. The rnean soil 
rnoisture contents before the tests on sites 1, 2, 5-ho- 
Ilow, 5-spur, 20 and 1 were 2.09%, 9.49%, 6.95%, 
11.54%, 2.51% and 0.96% respectively. Although the in- 
filtration experirnents were conducted o.ver a six week 
period in May and June, the differences in soil rnoisture 
between the sites reflect differences in the hydrological 
properties of these slopes and not the effect of the inter- 
vening storrn on 29-30 May. To illustrate this point the 
surface soil rnoisture content on 14 May on sites 1 ,  2, 
5-hollow, 5-spur, 20 and 1 were 2.91%, 5.66%, 11.92%, 
6.73%, 3.94%, and 1.10%. After the storrn the infiltration 
experirnents were continued when the soil had dried out 
to the pre-storrn values. 

A soil rnoisture sarnple (WO) was taken a few rninutes 
after the cessation of each experirnent at the surface with- 
in the cylinder infiltrorneter when the soil was near satu- 
rated. It is assurned that the WO sarnple represents the 
percent by weight of the saturated soil rnoisture content 
of the soil. The highest rnean saturated soil rnoisture 
content is 57.15% on site 5-spur and the lowest is 32.16% 
on site 1. 

TABLE 1 
Precipitation values for the mean monthly precipitation at Alcantarilla (Ministerio de 

Agricultura, 1974) and for the actual values between Januaty and October 1986 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

Mean 24.3 18.4 20.9 47.6 25.6 19.3 1.8 6.2 21.4 46.7 27.0 30.4 
Actual 6.4 2.5 39.5 6.5 52.6 6.2 17.7 0.0 69.0 172.5 
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TABLE 2 
Cylinder infiltration rates (cmslhr) 

SITE 1 SITE 2 SITE 5-H SITE 5-S SITE 20 ISLAND 

Soil moisture values for the cylinder infiltrometer experiment (% by weight) 

DEPTH SITE 1 SITE 2 SITE 5-H SITE 5-S SITE 20 ISLAND 

X dry 2.09 9.49 6.95 1 1.54 2.51 0.96 
X sat. 41.36 43.58 47.84 57.15 44.65 32.16 
Bulk D. 1.21 1 .O8 1.13 0.95 1.17 1.30 
Porosity 51.6 56.8 54.8 62.0 53.3 48.0 

The bulk density (BD) was measured by taking a careous soils according to Duchaufour 1975) where 
known volume of soil in a Kubiena tin (181.94 cm3) and P = ((SD - BD) 1 SD) X 100. The estimates of porosities 
dividing the dry weight of the soil by the volume. Two are high, but they mirror the magnitude of the mean 
samples were taken within 10 cms of the soil surface on saturated soil moistures so that site 5-spur has the 
al1 sites. The porosity (P) was estimated by assuming a highest values of the saturated soil moisture and poro- 
specific density (SD) of 2.5 (a suitable figure for cal- sity, while sites I and 1 have the lowest values of both. 
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TABLE 4 a) 
Sprinkler infiltration rates for the dry experiments (cmslhr) 

- - 

SITE 1 SlTE 2 SITE S-H SlTE 5-S SITE 20 ISLAND 

DEGREES OF 
CALCULATIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FREEWM F 

Total Sum of Squares = 1721.24 - 1657.44 = 63.80 35 
Between Sum of Squares = 1678.81 - 1657.44 = 21.37 5 4.27 
Within Sum of Squares = 42.43 30 1.41 3.03 

F,,, at 0.05 = 2.53 

Sprinkler infiltration 

The data for the sprinkler infiltration rates for the dry 
and wet runs are given in table 4. For the dry run the 
mean values rank from highest to lowest sites 20, 1, 5- 
hollow, 1, 5-spur and 2, but for the wet run the ranking 
changes slightly to 1, 20, 5-hollow, 5-spur, 1, and 2. 
These two rankings can be compared statistically using 
Spearman's rank correlation coeficient (r,) to test 
whether they are dBerent. The sites are ranked according 
to the mean infíltration values, the dBerence (Di) between 
the ranks is squared (Di2) and used to calculated r, 
where: 

The r, values can be tested for significance using Stu- 
dent's ~ t »  distribution by 

t = r, vN-2 for N - 1 degrees of freedom. 
1 - r: 

The test requires a minimum of six observations, and 
the calculations are as follows: 

DRY RUN WET RUN 
SlTE RANK RAN K Di Di 

1 4 5 1 1 
2 6 6 O O 
5-h 3 3 O O 
5-S 5 4 1 1 

20 1 2 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 - 

4 

4 = 1-((6 x 4) / (6(36 - 1))) = 1 4 2 4  / 210) = +0.886 
The r, value suggests a high positive correlation between 
the two rankings. This is tested for significance where 

t = 0.886 d ( 4  / (1 - 0.784)) = 3.82 

The t value in the distribution for 5 degrees of freedom 
in a two tailed test for a leve1 of significance of 0.05 is 
2.571. As the calculated value for t is 3.82 it is possible 
to accept that the correlation in rankings between the 
wet and dry experiments is significant at the 0.05 level. 

Mean values of infiltration vary between 7.72 cmshr 
on site 20 to 5.55 cmshr on site 2 for the dry experi- 
ments, and between 5.45 cms/hr on site 1 and 3.61 
cmshr on site 2 for the wet experiments. It is possible to 
examine firstly the variation in values between sites for 










